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         Useful Contact Details.

● St Austell Community Hospital, Porthpean Road, St. Austell. PL26 6AA 
Tel: 01726 873000 There is a minor injuries unit at this hospital which is open every day 
between 8am and 10pm.

● Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro. TR1 3LJ Tel: 01872 250000 They have an accident and
emergency department open 24 hours a day.

● Polruan Doctors Surgery, The Quay, Polruan..  PL23 1PA
Tel: 01726 829272 Open from 8am to Midday Monday to Friday.

● Fowey Doctors Surgery, Rawlings Lane, Fowey.  PL23 1DT
Tel: 01726 829272 Open from 8am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday.

● Dental Help line and out of hours emergency dental service. Tel: 0333 405 0290 or NHS 111
● Pharmacy. Boots the Chemist in Fore Street, Fowey. Tel: 01726 833332 
● St Austell police station, 1 Palace Road, St. Austell. PL25 4AL Tel: 101
● Tony the Polruan Taxi. Tel: 07870 280114 Apart from normal taxi services, he also offers,

historic, pre-historic, religious, Arthurian and mystery tours of Cornwall!
● Jeremy Upton (Owner) Tel: 01726 844007, or 07979 917312 
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                                                           Captain's Cabin

● About the owners. Jeremy and Mel Upton bought the Captain's Cabin in July of 2016 and carried out 
extensive renovation and redecoration of the property. 2017 was the first year that it was let as a holiday 
cottage, and judging by customers feedback, both verbally, and in visitors book entries, it has been well 
received. Mel and I absolutely love the place, not only during the bustling summer months, but also in the 
peace and tranquility of the winter. The view from the sitting room window is quite simply mesmerising at any 
time of year. Fortunately, so far, most of our guests seem to share our enthusiasm. We do have another holiday 
cottage so we are not totally new to the business, and we are always keen to receive feedback and suggestions 
from our guests. We live nearby and would normally be able to get to the property pretty quickly if something 
required our urgent attention. We can be contacted on the phone numbers listed in the useful contacts section 
above, or by email at jeremyupton@btinternet.com. At the end of your stay we would love it if you 
would write something in the visitor's book, and, of course, an online review via Cornwalls Cottages would be 
really appreciated.

● Arrival and Departure.  If you have a very small car it may be possible to drive it along West street to 
unload, but it is very narrow, and not really advisable. Plus if someone else has had the same thought you 
might find that you are stuck there for some time. Many visitors to Polruan do drive down Fore Street and stop 
just above the town quay, next to Crumpets Teashop and the Russell Inn, to drop off passengers and luggage, 
before going back up the hill to park. On departure please leave the two sets of keys in the flat and pull the 
door closed behind you.

● Bins. The bin is located on the shared patio area below the sitting room window. It will probably be out in the 
open with the number 1 painted on it in white paint. However, Malcolm, our building manager, has been 
threatening for some time to have a small shed built to accommodate the bins – so fingers crossed! Refuse 
collection takes place weekly on a Monday morning. Any recyclable plastic and cardboard materials can be 
placed in the bags hung on the wall in the laundry room by the front door. Empty bottles can be left on the 
windowsill in the kitchen, or, if you would prefer, on the shelf in the big cupboard next to the shower room, 
home to Henry the Hoover and the boiler. I will dispose of them from there.

● Buses. There is a regular bus service that runs on weekdays between Polruan and Looe. It leaves from the 
crossroads at the bottom of Fore Street outside the Russell Inn and Crumpets Teashop. Once a day there is a 
return service to the Asda superstore in Bodmin, which goes via Lostwithiel. The timetable for these bus 
services are at the end of this section of the Captain's Cabin handbook.

● Car Parking. There are three places to park in the village. The first is in the car park on your left as you first 
enter the village before you start to go down the hill. This car park is completely free, but it is small and, 
during the season at least, it is often full. The second is the St. Saviour's hill car park which is clearly 
signposted off to the left as you drive down the hill into the village. This is a big car park and is where most 
visitors to the village leave their cars. It is charged 24 hours a day, tickets can be bought from one of the 
machines on the site, two of them take coins only, but the one near the ticket office will accept notes - none of 
them give change! The cost of parking there for a day is £5, for 24 hours it is £7 and, possibly your best bet, a 
weekly ticket is £25. Once you have parked your car, if you cross over the road you will see a path just up 
from the car park entrance which heads steeply downhill. If you take this path it crosses over a small road 
lower down and then runs down the side of the village hall, before eventually emerging on West Street right 
opposite the front door of Waterfront Apartments and the Captain's Cabin.  At a gentle pace the walk to and 
from this car park should not take more than about 5 minutes. As with most walks around Polruan you only 
have to do it a couple of times and you will find yourself feeling very relaxed about the fact that you haven't 
been to the gym for a couple of days, or have eaten too much lunch! The final place to park is down on the 
quay, but there are very few spaces down there and if you do drive down and find that it is full, turning your 
car around and getting out of there again can be quite difficult.

● Ferries. There are two ferries which operate all year between Polruan and Fowey. The Bodinnick ferry, which 
you can see away in the distance as you look northwards up the Fowey estuary from the Captain's Cabin sitting
room. As a matter of interest the blue and white house which you can see on the Bodinnick side – especially if 
you use the binoculars – is where Daphne du Maurier lived before she moved into Menabilly. Anyway this 
ferry runs from 7 in the morning until 8 in the evening for most of the summer months, and from 8 in the 
morning until 7.30 in the evening during the Winter. The cost is £4.80 per car, or £1.80 for an adult foot 
passenger. The drive from the Bodinnick end to Polruan once you get off it takes about 10 minutes.  Of course 
you can walk it, as those who have done the “Hall” walk will know. The other ferry is the Polruan passenger
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ferry, which runs to Polruan town quay from either Fowey town quay or the Whitehouse pier in Fowey. This is 
the little orange vessel which you can see constantly coming and going just below the sitting room window. It 
leaves every 15 minutes or so and costs £2 per passenger. During the Summer months it runs most days from 
7.15 in the morning until 11 o'clock at night. During the winter it seems to run from 7.30 in the morning until 

               7.00 in the evening. I believe it stops even earlier on a Sunday – 5 o'clock I think. The timetable is a bit 
variable so look out for the notices which they attach to the railings at the arrival point in Polruan. By the way 
if you ever do end up on the wrong side of the river outside of ferry operating hours, then, be warned, the only 
way back is a road taxi (if you can find one) which would have to go via Lostwithiel – at least a 45 minute road
trip. If you ever want to arrange a river taxi from Fowey to Polruan or back, then the Polruan ferry people are 
the only ones permitted under harbour rules to make this trip commercially - they will take a booking, but 
you need to give them a lot of notice, and it costs £20. 
                                                                            

● Heated Towel rail. The towel rail in the shower room can be operated by the illuminated switch in the 
panelling at the foot of the bed in the bedroom. The heat of the towel rail can then be adjusted using the dial on
the bottom of the right hand upright section of the unit itself. Please try to remember to switch it off again after
use.          

● Heating. There are 4 heaters in the flat, and they all operate independently. There are full instructions in the 
instruction manual folder but as a quick guide, you really should only need to use 
the two long buttons at the bottom of the control panel. (See Diagram) The left 
hand button switches the heater on and off, and the right hand button when 
pushed repeatedly toggles between the 4 pre-set “modes”, which are;   1) 
“Continuous Comfort” mode with a little sun icon above the temperature. 2) 
“Continuous Economy” mode with a moon icon. 3) “Continuous Frost 
Protection” mode with a little ice particle, and, finally, 4) “Automatic” mode 
which is normally programmed to turn the heaters on for a time in the morning, 
and then again in the evening. If you do switch to one of the continuous modes 
please remember to switch it off again when you no longer need it.

● Hot Water.  There is a hot water cylinder in the cupboard on your right as you walk in the front door. This 
cylinder heats the water overnight ensuring that there will be a tank 
of hot water every morning Depending on the usage of hot water, this
will usually last a day; however, if required, more hot water can be 
heated at any time by using the ‘boost’ button (Circled in red on the 
diagram) which switches on the immersion heater for one hour. This 
button can be found on the control box which is located on the left 
just inside the door of the cupboard.

● Laundry. There is a washing machine and dryer in the small room on your right as you enter Waterfront 
Apartments, before you come to the Captain's Cabin. You are welcome to make use of them but bear in mind 
that this facility is shared with all of the other residents of the block.

● Logs. We do try to supply some logs and kindling in the winter, but if you need more they normally sell them 
at the Winkle Picker shop on the town quay.

● Patio. The patio area below our windows on the river side is also a shared facility with the other 5 flats – this 
does not include the area up the steps. Feel free to make use of this outside space, but please be considerate of 
any others trying to use it at the same time as you,

● Wi-Fi. Wireless Network: BT connected us up on 22nd May 2017, so....well....it should work - fingers crossed! 
              Network Name:    BTHub4-F2FZ             Password:             38baeb8c28

● Windows. The sash windows on the river side of the property can start to get quite noisy when the wind gets 
up, so I have put some window wedges in the blue box on the shelf underneath the TV. A couple of these 
strategically placed can make a big difference. Please do not jam them in too hard, and please remove them 
when they are no longer required.
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                                                            Attractions/Day Trips
Cornwall is one big attraction in itself, and, of course, it would not be possible to list all the potential day trips and 
outings available in this wonderful county, but I thought that I would supply details of some of the ones that we have 
done in case it is helpful. So just a few ideas in no particular order:

Fowey/Polruan. It is no secret that Polruan is quite hard to get to. Lots of tiny little country lanes, and then you need to 
consider whether it is easier to park on the Fowey side or the Polruan side of the estuary. (Actually, it's not particularly 
easy on either side.) So coming and going from Polruan is not that straight forward. But, the great news is that you don't
really need to do it! Once you have arrived it is all here! Fantastic views, fabulous walks, beautiful beaches, shops, 
restaurants, pubs, and a huge number of water based activities that you can get involved in. Harbour tours, sea fishing, 
kayaking, swimming, self-drive motor boats, I understand there is a picnic boat you can hire... and so on. I will put 
some leaflets in the flat, but most of these activities are advertised on posters down at the town quays. 

Caerhays Castle. The other side of St Austell this beautiful castle and it's gardens nestle in a secluded valley above 
Porthluney cove. There are various woodland walks around the estate plus a spectacular lake which is teeming with 
bird-life.  Caerhays is particularly renowned for the enormous Camellias, Magnolias and Rhododendrons which flower 
in the spring. The gardens are open from Mid February to mid June 10am  - 5pm 7 days a week, and the castle is open 
from mid March to mid June Monday to Friday.

The Eden Project. Over near St. Austell is the world famous Eden project. Built in an old china clay pit it comprises 
two giant biomes, one of which has a Mediterranean climate, and the other has the largest indoor rainforest in the world.
The park is impressive, informative, educational, and a great day out for all the family. Oh...and....at a length of some 
660m they have the longest zip wire in England!  In fact they now have several adrenelin inducing activities which they 
run under the title of “Hangloose at Eden” project. I have tried some of their rides, and they are brilliant – if a little 
pricey.

The Lost Gardens of Heligan. Over towards Mevagissey the lost gardens of Heligan are one of the most popular 
botanical gardens in the UK and are utterly beautiful. Set in 200 acres, the gardens are many and varied, ranging from 
the luxuriant, exotic “Jungle” to the formal immaculately kept walled gardens. Allow at least half a day to really enjoy 
this attraction, and it also has a very nice cafeteria serving food all day – including breakfast. Lobbs farm shop in the car
park is well worth a visit as you leave. 
 
AK Wildlife cruises Falmouth. We took one of these cruises at the end of 2014, below is the review that I posted on 
Tripadvisor which pretty much sums it up:- Our family trip on the Free Spirit was a Christmas present from our 
daughter, and turned out to be a completely fantastic day. The 29th December was beautifully cold and sunny, with a 
very calm clear blue sea. We saw numerous sea birds, all pointed out to us by Captain Keith. He, and his very 
knowledgeable crew, answered every question that was asked in a huge amount of detail. Then we saw the dolphins. 
Firstly a school of some forty or more common dolphins, including some tiny young ones, played under and around the 
boat and surfed our bow wave for well over half an hour. Then, once we had left them in peace, we came across a small
school of some 8 or 9 White beaked dolphins. They were quite a lot bigger, but equally friendly, and they seemed just as 
keen to play. Captain Keith informed us that he had not seen these magnificent creatures in the waters around 
Falmouth since 2006. The four hours of our trip flew by in no time at all, we also saw several Barrel Jellyfish, and a 
harbour Porpoise. There was so much to see in fact that we ran out of time to go to look for the nearby seal colony. We 
will see it next time. I am quite sure that my family and I will never forget this experience, and I would recommend AK 
wildlife cruises to everybody and anybody. We will be back.

Mevagissey. A picturesque old fishing port about five miles South of St. Austell. It has very steep, narrow streets and a 
beautiful harbour which is still home to many small fishing boats. The town boasts some very pleasant little shops and 
many restaurants and cafes. If you fancy going there by sea then there is a Fowey – Mevagissey ferry which runs 
several times daily during the season from the Whitehouse quay in Fowey. The cost is £14 return and the trip takes 
approximately 35 minutes each way. It is probably worth checking on line before you set off, as they tend to cancel the 
ferry if the sea is even slightly choppy

Lanhydrock.  This beautiful property was gifted to the National Trust in 1953. Sections of it date back to the 1620's, 
but, after a major fire in 1881, it had to be largely rebuilt, and so most of the current house is Victorian. It was the 
family home of Thomas Charles, 2nd Lord Robartes, his wife Mary, and their ten children. It is beautifully preserved. 
and every room is fully furnished, and equipped. The toys in the nursery and freshly chopped vegetables in the kitchen 
make it feel as though the family has only just left. The public tour of the house takes in 50 or so rooms including 
service rooms, nurseries, servants bedrooms, main reception rooms and family bedrooms. The Kitchens and  parlours 
are particularly fascinating. Outside the estate covers 900 acres, with some formal gardens, and huge areas of rolling 
parkland . They have recently opened 10km of purpose-built off-road cycle trails in the grounds which are free to use.    
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The Hidden Hut. Just a very cool place to stop off and have a bite to eat when walking the coastal path down near 
Portscatho and St. Mawes. If you fancy the eating bit without the walking, then you can park at the Porthcurnick Beach 
Car park and you will be pretty close. The hut is at the back of the beach on a hill looking down over it.  By day they 
serve simple beach-side refreshments such as hot and cold drinks, seasonal lunches, pasties, ice creams and freshly-
baked cakes. By night the hut opens on selected evenings (around three or four times a month) to host fabulous open-air
feast nights!                                                                                               

 The Camel Trail.  An 18 mile, largely traffic free, surfaced, and virtually level trail which provides access to the 
beautiful Cornish countryside along a disused railway line between Wenfordbridge, Bodmin, Wadebridge and Padstow. 
The trail is suitable for walkers, cyclists, horse-riders and wheel-chair users and falls into three main sections:

• Padstow to Wadebridge - 5.5 Miles

• Wadebridge to Bodmin - 5.75 Miles

• Bodmin to Wenfordbridge - 6.25 Miles

We have only done the Wadebridge to Padstow section so far, and it was a very pleasant and undemanding cycle ride 
with a stop half way along to buy coffee and cake from a guy with a mobile unit on the cycle path. Hiring bikes was 
easy in Wadebridge, and we parked in the car park at the cycle hire shop. All in all it is a great bike ride and I think it is 
probably suitable for family members of pretty much any age and size.

Golitha Falls, St. Neot near Liskeard.  Golitha Falls is an area of ancient oak and beech woodland running alongside 
the river Fowey as it cascades through a steep valley gorge. The scenery is fabulous at any time of the year, but the falls 
are most impressive after a good bout of rain on the moor. From the car park, the first half-a-mile of the walk is on 
fairly level ground and suitable for all. If you wish to explore further down the valley, then good boots and nimble limbs
are recommended.  Golitha falls is breathtakingly beautiful.

Menabilly. Just the other side of Fowey, Menabilly is a privately owned estate which was once home to the author 
Daphne du Maurier. She of course wrote several novels set in Cornwall, including Jamaica Inn, Frenchman's creek, My 
cousin Rachel and, perhaps most famously, Rebecca, the setting for which was the fictional country estate of 
Manderley, said to have been inspired by Menabilly. The house itself is not open to the public, in fact one can only 
really catch small glimpses of it from a distance through the trees, but the beach at Menabilly is open to the public, and 
it is very special. About 15 minutes walk downhill from the car park, the beaches, because there are really two of them, 
are part of Polridmouth cove and they are hidden and very private and never busy. Exploring this area and the 
surrounding woodland and following the coastal path up to Gribbin head with its spectacular daymark tower you can 
really start to feel the magic of the area that so inspired the late novelist.

The Cornish Seal Sanctuary. The seal sanctuary is situated on the banks of the Helford River at Gweek. For over half 
a century it has provided a lifeline for stray, sick and injured seal pups found around the Cornish coast. The number of 
residents varies constantly, but every year they rescue more than forty animals, and their aim is always to return them to
the wild after nursing them back to full strength. During a visit to the site you will get the chance to watch feeding times
and demonstrations in each of the five or so large tanks, to visit the seal rescue hospital, and to see the other wild life 
they have there, including Sea lions, Otters and penguins. They lay on various quizzes and informative treasure trails for
children in an effort not only to entertain but also to educate their visitors, and create a greater awareness of the marine 
environment.

Retallack Aqua Park. In North Cornwall, up near St. Columb Major, Retallack boasts an aqua park, a wake park, 
water Zorbs and SUPs. I have no idea what most of them are, but they certainly sound fun. In all honesty I have not 
been there myself, but we have had various friends, relatives and guests visit the park and we have heard very good 
reports. Fun for all ages apparently, and and they have a booking system which ensures that even in the high season it is 
not overcrowded.  
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                                                             Local Beaches

There are many beautiful beaches within easy reach of the Captain's Cabin.

1) Polruan Quay beach. As the name suggests this beach is right next to the town quay. It is quite small at any 
time, but at high tide it disappears all together. Very pleasant though, and 
sandy. Also conveniently located for the Lugger pub if you get thirsty.

2) Polruan Back Beach. The other side of the town quay from the beach above, again very small if not non-
existent at high tide. Quiet and sandy and pleasant, and visible from the 
Captain's Cabin. 

3) Lantic Bay. A completely beautiful beach. Actually there are 2 beaches here; Little Lantic and Great Lantic, 
you can walk between them at low tide.  A breathtakingly lovely walk 
eastwards along the the coastal path from Polruan brings you after  an hour
or so to these 2 gems. You will be able to see them long before you arrive 
at the path which leads down to the sea. It is very steep as you descend, 
but, somehow, even steeper when you go back up. For this reason the 
beach is hardly ever busy. Peaceful, beautiful, a mixture of sand and 
pebbles. Many visitors to these beaches do so by boat. 

4) Lansallos Beach Lantivet Bay. Continue your walk along the coastal path from Lantic Bay and you come to 
another fabulous beach. Alternatively you could park at Frogmore car park
and walk to the beach from there. Sheltered, secluded, surrounded by 
cliffs, sandy and peaceful. Like the Lantic beaches, rarely gets crowded.

5) Talland Bay, Polperro. There are 2 lovely sheltered beaches at Talland Bay which lies between Polperro and 
Looe. Again you can access them via the coastal path, or, you can park at 
the nearby shop and cafe.
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6) Readymoney Cove, Fowey. A very pretty sandy beach at the entrance to the harbour on the Fowey side. Just a 
short walk from the centre of town. It does get very busy in the season, 
and is quite small at high tide.

7) Polridmouth Cove. Fowey. Pronounced “Pridmouth” this cove is where Daphne du Maurier apparently staged 
the “accident” in her famous novel Rebecca. There are several sandy 
beaches in the cove between rocky outcrops. There is a very picturesque 
cottage by a small lake which is home to several ducks and swans. Behind 
this the woods of the Menabilly estate stretch inland towards the private 
house which is hidden from view.

8) Polkerris Beach. A sheltered harbour beach in the village of Polkerris. It seems to attract many families with 
children as the sandy beach is protected by the harbour wall. It does get 
quite busy, but is very beautiful, and, also, it has it's own pub the 
Rashleigh Arms overlooking it, as well as the excellent Sam's on the beach
restaurant.

9) Par Sands. A long flat stretch of sand overlooking St. Austell bay and the china clay drying sheds. Not the 
prettiest of beaches but it is popular, and a great place for a walk, many 
people exercise their dogs there.
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                                                               Restaurants/Pubs

Mel and I have done most of our eating and drinking in Cornwall further South and West than Fowey, but I will include 
a report on those few establishments that we have visited around here, and then I will add to it over time. 
So, in no particular order;

The Lugger at Polruan. 
This is one of your 2 local pubs,and, personally I love it. Not exactly fine dining but good food, reasonably priced in a 
charming little pub. The Lugger has a great ambience, and the staff are welcoming and friendly. This pub does get very 
busy during the season so you would be well advised to book a table in advance. Also, during the season you can order 
take away fish and chips from the downstairs kitchen window which opens onto the town quay. They are excellent. 

The Russell Inn Polruan.
Your other local. Again good atmosphere, good pub grub. Friendly, I would recommend it.

Sam's in Fowey.
A great place. Lively, friendly good food, reasonably priced. Part of the same organisation which owns.............

Sam's on the Beach in Polkerris.
Excellent seafood....and pizzas! Just a very cool friendly little restaurant in a former boat house with its own slip way, 
situated in the absolutely beautiful harbour in Polkerris village. In summer  months you have to book some time in 
advance.

The old Quay House Hotel in Fowey.
Very smart, very lovely. The food is great, definitely not pub grub – also not particularly cheap. A great old building 
right on the river.

The Globe in Fowey.
A lovely cosy little restaurant. Friendly service and excellent food. 

Pintxo in Fowey.
Apparently pronounced “Pincho”, although I am sure you knew that. I have not actually been there but Mel has. She 
says that it is a tapas bar with good food which is lively, fun and....quite pricey.

The Kings Head at Ruan Lanihorne. – .
This is rather a long way away from Polruan, but I included it because it is one of our very favourite eating out venues 
in Cornwall. It is a beautiful little village pub over towards Truro. The atmosphere is great, the staff, particularly the 
landlady, are very friendly, and the food is outstanding. Have a look at their website, the chef has worked at some pretty
serious establishments. Please don't tell too many people about this place.
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                                                                    Banking

There is a cash machine in the Polruan stores in Fore Street, but there is a charge of £1.95 per withdrawal. There is a
Barclays bank in Fowey, although it is rarely open – a few hours a couple of times a week as I understand it. In fact the
bank website says that it opens from 10am until 3pm every Monday and Friday. It does have an autobank outside on the
wall, but, in my experience, this seems to be fully operational about as often as the branch. Apart from that there is a sub
post office in the Winklepicker on Polruan town quay and also one at the Fowey mini market at 39 Fore Street, where
you can make cash withdrawals during opening hours. The Winklepicker post office is open from 9am until 4.30 daily
but closed on weekends.
                                                                    Petrol.

The nearest petrol station to Captain's Cabin is probably the Texaco garage just outside Fowey on the Par road. Of
course the Boddinnick ferry would need to be open for it to be the closest. If the ferry was closed then you would have
to drive to Lostwithiel and get on to the A390 heading west, your first garage then I think would be the Gulf one at St.
Blazey just after the level crossing. Either that or you could head East along the coast from Polruan to the Polperro park
service station on the A387 between Polperro and Looe. 

                                                                  Shopping

General provisions:
The Polruan store in Fore Street is a general provisions shop which is open from 7am until 5pm from Monday to 
Saturday and from 7.30am to 12.30pm on Sundays. It is small but quite well stocked with an array of essential items, 
including of course Wine, beer and newspapers. Just next to it is a small bakery called “Crumpets too”, which seems to 
be open most mornings if the owner feels like it. There is a small Mace supermarket in Fowey  which is open from 7am 
until 7pm most days. Also in Fowey there is the wonderful Kittow's which has fresh vegetables and sells very fine 
sausages and pasties amongst other home made goodies. 

Supermarkets;
For larger general provision stores you will have to travel further afield. There is a small Co-op in Par, and a large, very 
smart one, in Lostwithiel. For the big names like Asda, tesco and lidl you would have to drive to St. Austell.

Other Shopping:
For non-grocery shopping there are some very nice little gift type shops in Fowey, a lot of antique shops in Lostwithiel. 
Other than that you could go to one of the larger towns such as St. Austell, Truro, or even Plymouth, for a more 
mainstream shopping experience. 

                                                                   Walks
There are lots of beautiful walks in the area - including the famous “Hall walk “ which takes in both the Polruan and 
Bodinnick Ferries - and many of them include stretches of the Southwest coast path. It has breathtaking scenery, and is, 
unsurprisingly, quite hilly, and in places, strenuous walking, but well worth it. There are many circular walks which 
incorporate sections of the coastal path. In the appendix at the back of this brochure I have included details of eight of 
these, all very close to Captain's Cabin. I have not walked them all, but those that I have are stunning. All details are 
courtesy of www.southwestcoastpath.com
Also, I have made available in the cottage various walking guides published by the South West Coast path association 
which you are welcome to borrow, but please return them in good condition for others to use.
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